
TARGET MARKETS IN BUSINESS PLAN

Here's how to define your target market for your business. Say you're planning to start a restaurant; which of these three
options is easier? Pleasing customers.

Car companies change their advertising substantially from one type of program to another. Target Market
Strategies A marketer can select a single market or many markets to target its efforts to. In today's business it's
easy to see segmentation in action. Sometimes potential strategic partners may also be potential competitors,
so you may want to present your plan in stages, saving sensitive information such as financials and marketing
strategies for later in the process when trust has been established. Writing the Market Analysis Section of the
Business Plan Once adequately armed with this information, you'll write the Market Analysis in the form of
several short paragraphs using appropriate headings for each. Will you meet the needs of a specific industry or
several industries? Some provinces and territories maintain up-to-date websites with official statistics and
publications: Alberta Community Profiles : Profiles of Alberta communities including demographics and other
statistics. At the bare minimum, these are the things you should know about your target customers: What is
their gender? When: When do they buy the product? What are your customers buying, and when? This
strategy was used in the recent U. A geographic segmentation example would be seasonal clothing items such
as coats and swimwear. And each type of reader does have certain typical interests. Tell us how we can
improve this post? When do they use the product? For example, when a local computer store business defines
its customer segments as "high-end home office" and "high-technology small business," its segmentation says
a lot about its customers. For more about learning about the customer you intend to pursue, read Use
Demographics to Understand Your Target Market. You and other readers of your business plan will need to
know the sources of the statistics or opinions that you've gathered from others. You May Also Like.
Microtargeting Microtargeting is a relatively new targeting strategy which involves isolation of the markets
and collection of as much data as possible to target them in a personalized way. Who are their current
customers? He complained that he kept getting the country music version, but he liked the blues version
better. So make sure that any plan presented to a potential partner deals comprehensively with the ownership
structure and clearly spells out matters of control and accountability. They segmented the market in a way that
defined a range of products as "oral satisfacters" their term, not mine. Click on a star to rate it! Explain the
motivations for purchasing your product or service. What is the size of the target market? As you learn more
about your customers, how you define your target market will probably change. Target Market Presentation in
the Business Plan The business plan target market section can be presented in a number of formats, but a
listing of the major customer segments together with a pie chart will show the investor where the main
potential for the product lies. Does age matter in choice of restaurants, or are style and food preference more
important? Multisegment Marketing Multisegment marketing refers to the practice of targeting more than one
market segment. Depending on the answer and what you sell, you may need to tweak your messaging to
resonate with your audience. Read " What's Your Position in the Market? The majority of millennials and
boomers have feet, but what they choose to put on them, and how they make purchases pretty different. Active
venture capitalists. Ask your customers. It's best not to assume or guess. Customers who are looking at your
business plan are probably doing so because they're contemplating building a long-term relationship with you.


